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Description: This application note is an addition to the GP-Pro v7 PLC Connection Manual (as found 
on your GP-Pro CD) In this document communication and addressing are explained in more detail for a 
Modbus RTU connection using RS-485 and the ST-400 specifically. Refer to the PLC Connection Manual 
for details outside the scope of this document and for detailed information on supported PLC hardware 
and communication modules. 
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1) Cable Diagram 
 

 
 
Closing pins 1+3 and 2+7 on the ST connector give you your 3-wire Modbus RTU pin assignment  
 
This sample cable diagram assumes the installation of communication module TWDNOZ485T. 
When using other Modbus communication channels on the Twido controller adjust the A, B and SG 
connection accordingly.  
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2) Communication Settings 
 
1) Make sure you are using GP-Pro PBIII v7.x C-Package 03 (for details see “Help”, “About”) 
2) In the Project Manager select “Schneider Electric.” And “Schneider Modbus RTU 1:n comm.” 
 

 
 
 
3) In GP Settings on the “Mode Settings” tab select “Modbus Config.” 

 
 
 No. of Nodes 
 Number of Twido PLC’s (1 - 31) 
  
 Node No. 
 This number is used in your GP-Pro project as  
 #_ prefix to the plc registers you enter. 
 (See “Addressing” for details) 
 
  Modbus RTU Address 
 This setting is your actual Twido Modbus address. 
  Enter a different Modbus RTU Address for each  Twido 

in the “Node No.” list. 
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2) Communication Settings (continued) 
4) On the “Extended Settings” tab select “System Area” 
 

Uncheck all selected items to prevent unwanted ST <> Twido 
communication. 
 
For details on the functions of the ST System Area refer to you PLC 
connection manual. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5) Go to the “Communication Settings” tab 
Use the following settings and make sure to match these setting in your PLC setup: 
 

 
GP-Pro Communication Settings TwidoSoft Controller Communication Setup 

 
Note: Baud Rate and Parity Bit can be changed as long as the settings match. 
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3) Addressing 
  
The GP-Pro driver used is a generic Modbus RTU driver, not designed for Twido PLC specifically. 
The addressing convention used in GP-Pro consists of Modbus addresses and does not resemble the 
addressing used in TwidoSoft when programming your Twido PLC. 
 
About GP-Pro Modbus Addresses when using the “Schneider Modbus RTU 1:n comm.” driver: 
 

   
N = Node 1 - 31 N = Node 1 - 31 N = Node 1 - 31 
D = 4 “Holding Register” D = 4 “Holding Register” D = 0 “Output Discrete” 
A = %MW n + 1 A = %MW n + 1  
 B = 00 - 15 B = %M n + 1 

 
Available memory areas in the Twido 
 
 %MW “Memory Words” and %M “Memory Bits” 
  
About the address offset 
 
 Modbus addressing is offset by 1: to read address %MW0 use N_D00001 
 
 
Reading / Writing an Integer value (assuming 1 PLC, Node number 1) 
  
 %MW0  =  1_400001 
 %MW100 = 1_400101  
 
  
Reading / Writing 1 bit in an Integer value (assuming 1 PLC, Node number 1) 
  
 %MW0:X7 =  1_40000107 
 %MW100:X15 = 1_40010115  
  
 
Reading / Writing a bit in bit memory (assuming 1 PLC, Node number 1) 
  
 %M0  =  1_000001 
 %M100  = 1_000101  
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3) Addressing (Continued) 
Address Range: 
 
The addressable Modbus range exceeds the available %MW and %M address range in the Twido PLC. 
Device 4 “Holding Register” can be addressed 00001 to 65535 (bits 00 - 15) 
Device 0 “Output Discrete” can be addressed 00001 to 65535 
  
GP-Pro Modbus “Devices” 1 and 3 
 
The previous examples only show the use of devices 0 and 4 to address %MW and %M memory. 
Both the 0 and 4 devices are Read / Write enabled. 
The 1 device holds the exact same information (%M memory) as the 0 register but is read only 
The 3 device holds the exact same information (%MW memory) as the 4 register but is read only 
 
Example: 
 
 A lamp (pilot light) with address 1_000001 works the same as with address 1_100001 
 A switch with address 1_000001 will set, reset or invert bit %M0  
 A switch with address 1_100001 will result in a Communication Error 
 
 
 
 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION: 
 
Memory on a Twido PLC cannot be read or written to unless the address (or a higher address) is used in 
your plc program, this is the intended functionality of the Twido PLC. PLC Program in this case refers to 
the actual Ladder, List or Grafcet program. 
 
For the %MW register this means that the highest used %MW is the last valid address for the ST.  
Any lower %MW than becomes a valid address. (using %MW100 exposes %MW0 - %MW100) 
 
For the %M register this means that you MUST use the highest bit in groups of 16 in your logic to 
make available any other bit with a lower number. (%M16 is only valid if at least %M31 is used in your 
logic, note that addressing any other highest bit in 16-bit “groups” will also expose lower bit numbers, so 
%M16 is also valid when %M32 or %M127 is used in your logic) 
 
 
To use Address (at least)  
%M0 - %M15 %M15 
%M16 - %M31 %M31 
%M32 - %M47 %M47 
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4) Error Codes 
 
General Description of ST error codes showing up in the lower left hand corner of the screen: 
02:__:___  = the standard prefix for a plc communication error 
__:XX:___  = the actual error code, refer to the list below for details 
__:__:### = the Node Number of the PLC to which the error applies 
 
Error 02:FF.### (PLC Not Connected) 
Description There is no communication with the PLC 
Cause - There has been no communication with the PLC for x seconds. 

- The communication cable is unplugged / wrong / damaged on the ST side. 
- The ERA / CSA and / or ERB / CSB lines are not connected loop on the ST side cable 

  
Error 02:FE.### (PLC Not Responding) 
Description The ST has successfully sent a message but there is no reply from the PLC. 
Cause - A & B lines in the cable are disconnected or connected wrong. 

- The communication settings on ST do not match those on the PLC 
- The PLC Node number does not match the setup on the ST  
- When powered up simultaneously the ST tries to communicate before the PLC is ready. 
If it is go to “GP Setup” on the “GP Settings” tab add a value in the “Com Port Startup 
Delay” field. When powered up simultaneously the ST will now wait x seconds before 
trying to establish communication. 

  
Error 02:FD.### (Receive Data Error) 
Description The ST and PLC are communicating but cannot interpret the data received 
Cause - During normal communication one of the peers fails, cutting a message short 

- Parity settings, Start / Stop bit setup mismatch between ST and PLC 
-  

  
Error 02:FB.### (PLC Com. Error) 
Description The ST and PLC are communicating but the PLC cannot write the data 
Cause - Your are trying to write an integer value to a 3 register  

- Your are trying to set, reset or toggle a bit in a 1 register 
  
Error 02:02.### (PLC Com. Error) 
Description The ST and PLC are communicating but a PLC address is illegal 
Cause - A 4xxxxx register you are using is higher than the highest %MW number used in Logic  

- A 0xxxxx register you are using is higher than the highest multiple of 16 %M addresses 
used in Logic. 

- Address type in the GP-Pro editor is not according to addressing convention: check the  
“Symbol Editor” to see if there are any unassigned (and unintended) symbolic names. 

  
Error 02:01.### (PLC Com. Error) 
Description The ST is connected to multiple PLC’s 
Cause - Refer to the PLC connection manual for details on this error code 
  
 


